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**Plot Summary**

A series of 4 programmes by Jonathon Miller.

Part 1 discusses Chomsky

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ph0Pi1ZX2sI

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=born+talking&e1p2&aq=f

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7GBr7SJwH4&playnext=1&list=PL888EE5D40874EEEC&index=2

Part 2 distinguishes between linguistic competence and performance

Part 3 looks at sign language

Part 4 discusses J.L. Austin. John Searle, Howard Gardiner and Immanuel Schigloff are interviewed.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRu24O0oHDQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmYCKIo12jU&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYM9FOEnYi4&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttTvm5GGs1c&feature=related
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